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Dipper and mabel vs the future

Ben Holmdana TerraceLuke Weber October 12, 2015[1] (Disney XD)January 29, 2016 (Disney Channel) October 22, 2015 (Russia)October 31, 2015 (Germany) November 27, 2015 (Israel) July 2016 (Philippines) April 28, 2016 (Italy)May 6, 2016 (Turkey) Previous NextSide Attraction Weirdmageddon Part 1 Mepper and Mabel vs. the Future[1] is the 17th episode of the second
season of Gravity Falls and the 37th episode overall. The premiere on October 12, 2015 at Disney XD. [1] An official review Mabel decided to plan for her and Dipper's birthday party 13. Meanwhile, Dipper stumbles under the city to discover his most shocking secret. [1] Synopsis Mapper and Mabel's 13th birthday, just a week away. The episode begins with Mabel waking up a
bear in the attic of Mystery Shack. With a pair of eyes on her chin, Mabel speaks like Mr. Upsidedownton, wearing a Popper dress, who tells Mabel she hasn't done it since third grade. Mabel recalls that their 13th birthday (which is August 31, the last day of summer) was just one week, which Mepper nearly realized. Suddenly, Soos and mr. Stan enter the room, both talking about
events happening in the near future. Soos notes how the future comes for everyone and everyone echoes it. Mabel thinks the big birthday will be thrown at The Mysterious Shaka. Stan, however, says they're not allowed to throw another party in Shaq after the Events of Dreadful-Ok. Soos recommends Gravity Waterfall High School Gym as a good place to have a party. They're
that way, but Ford calls a fool saying his face is on fire. Things find that the interdimental rift is cracking. Tea helps Ford, but everything's under control. It then shows Dipper something extremely urgent - the fact that the interdimensional rift is cracking. He then explains that if Bill Schiffer manages to deal with the rift when it's completely broken, he's going to unleash a catastrophic
event that will reveal reality. Ford has been dubbed the Strange Magnet. He's unclear, wondering what to do with Mabel and his birthday. Mabel walks in, telling Mepper he can go on his mission with Ford and say the two can get close to the walkie-talkies. Ford ran away, telling Mepper to hurry. Purcell first spotted his first mission with Ford and immediately entered the door frame
before exiting the door. Ford will explain the exact nature of his plan. Mabel told Wendy that high school isn't as fun as it is on TV. Mabel and Soos head to high school, where Lee and Nate rearrange the letters by the school's sign. The two of them go to the gym, they're in high school. Mabel finds Wendy and asks her what's going on. Wendy explains that it's registration day and
no one's happy. Mabel is confused, thinking high school is fun and full of songs, just like on TV. Wendy says the TV show is a lie, and if Mabel can't grow up, she should. Everyone in the gym laughed at Wendy until the check-in supervisor considered her name, leaving Wendy uncomfortable. Mabel's coming out of the gym, she's getting depressed. He tries to call Mepper through
a walkie-doo, saying they can throw the party in the gym, but the future of high school is getting bleak. They can not react, as there is too much interference at the end of it. Soos sits next to Mabel, suggesting that she invite her friends. As the two moved away, Mabel saw that the high school sign had been changed to read NO ESCAPE. The strange rocks caused by a spaceship
many years ago. Ford and Bear reach their destination - a large hill overlooking the floating cliffs of Gravity Falls. Ford notes how the rocks look unnatural and strangely shaped, and Dipper realizes what Ford means when he holds a UFO keychain in front of him. Ford revealed to Bear that the Valley of Gravity was created millions of years ago when some kind of ship crashed in
the area, creating the shape in the rocks. The spacecraft is buried under the city. Ford had a lot of experience with the craft after invading its parts to build the portal of the universe. He assures Mepper that all the aliens inside were probably dead for millions of years. Ford opens a hatch on the hill with a magnetic pistol, and the two heads down, into the depths of the spacecraft. In
the spaceship, Ford and Bear walk around trying to search their halls for the glue. The two pass through the craft, which is dominated by vast open spaces that contain mysterious messages written with code, destroyed machines and alien skeletons. Ford tells Mepper that the spacecraft contains foreign glue powerful enough to seal the rift, and their job is to look for it. Ford used
his magnetic pistol to slide several metal columns to further into the craft, but Bear hesitated to follow him. He uses the magnetic gun, but eventually attaches it to the ceiling instead of taking it off. Mabel was told candy and Grenda wouldn't be able to come to her birthday party. Meanwhile, Mabel goes to see Grenda and Candy in the hope of giving them birthday invitations.
Unfortunately, Grenda will visit Marius in Austria, and Candy will be at a music camp. Mabel is sad that none of her best friends will be able to come to her party or wish her goodbye when she leaves home. They share a hug, and Mabel leaves. He's trying to call Tapa, but he's not answering. Inside buried spaceships, Tapa and Ford are approached by security droids. While
they're looking for you, Ford offers to get Tapa to meet The Tynestwit Gravitational Falls. It's not certain he'il break up with Mabel when he gets back to California. As he speaks, he uses the magnetic weapon on one of the alien plates, revealing the glue. They'il leave with the glue when suddenly two prison droids appear. Ford tells Bear that they focus on adrenaline, and if they're
not scared, they won't hurt you. However, Mepper can't keep his fear in check, and realizing that Ford first struck, destroying one of the droids with the magnetic gun and other droids attacking a bear. Ford pushed him off the road, but he was wounded and captured by the droid. The cork is looking for the droid through the plate. The droid puts Ford in another ship-like droid that
will take Ford away. As the small ship prepares to take off through the hatch on the plate, Dipper attaches himself to the ship with the magnetic weapon. The ship takes off, rises over the city and destroys the water tower, while Streptovica desperately tries to disarm the ship. Ford hits his head in his balloon cage and is knocked out. Pimple uses the pulse of the gun to disarm the
ship, which sends it crashing into the woods. After recovery, Dipper opens the capsule and frantically tries to revive ford. The damaged droid, which was captured by Ford, returned to take Ford and Tapa. Tapa confronts the droid, screaming that he is not scared and that nothing will take away his uncle. The droid doesn't detect adrenaline and forbids it. Ford eventually recovered
and praised Bear. In Sheka Mabel, it's sad that summer is almost over and high school is terrible. Stan comes to cheer her up by reminding her that old age doesn't mean you have to grow up and that it's good to have fun even as an adult. Mabel says she doesn't want to say goodbye to Gravity Falls, but Stan reminds her that she still has her brother no matter what. Mabel's
amused by that. But her walkie-talkie begins to unravel, broadcasting a conversation between Tapa and Ford. Mabel was sad that Mapper wasn't coming home with her, but would instead stay with Ford to study. Ford is once again extending the possibility of staying at Gravity Falls next to Bear. The cork decided to accept the offer, and they returned to Shaq. A bear jumped into
the attic, eager to share the news with Mabel, but Mabel already knows she heard it on the walkie-talkie. Mabel is desperate, explaining that she had a terrible day and that when the summer is over, the only thing she won't leave behind is her brother. Bear reminds her that things change and summer ends. She grabs a bag and runs away. in the forest. Blendin offers to help
Mabel. After sitting by the tree, Mabel looks through the bag, only to discover that she took Pepper's bag by mistake. She wants the summer to last forever. Blendin Blandin appears offering to help her make time bubble that will make time stop, letting summer long while Mabel wants it. All she needs is a gizmo from her uncle - describing the rift. She finds it in Mepper's bag,
unaware of its importance. In the basement, Mepper wonders if he's making the right decision by staying. Ford reminds him that he has to save the world and ask for the rift. He reaches out in his bag just to pull out a birthday invitation. He realizes it's with Mabel's bag, but it's too late. He was free and Lark had begun. Mabel feeds the crack to Blandin, who picks her up and hits
her on the ground, stepping on her shoe. The liquid from the crack is flowing down the ground when Blandin begins to shake, taking off his glasses and revealing his eyes to be the same as Bill's. Mabel realizes that she made a terrible mistake, but before she can react, Bill, in Blanen's body, snaps his fingers, knocking Mabel unconscious and causing an unmortal wind on the
vortex. Bill left Blandin's body and entered the physical world, screaming about how the door between the nightmare reality and the real world was opened after prophesiing for billions of years. Bill rises to the sky, while a giant cross appears thanks to the influence of the rift - an entrance from the Nightmare World to the gravitational waterfall. Ford and Ford are spinning outside to
investigate the chaos, see the door and see a big Bill. Ford realizes that they've failed and that The Quirky Wizard has begun. The inscriptions show one of Mabel's invitations to the ground, which was blown in the wind. There are screaming and other sounds of disaster fill the air. The paper washes away before the cryptogram appears. Credits Written by: Matt Chapman Josh
Weinstein Alex Hirsch Contour by: Director: Storyteller: Ben Holm Dana Terrace Luke Weber Additional writing material from: Production notes See also: List of allusions and list of the unalustled. Character revelations Dipper and Mabel were born on August 31, 1999. When they were younger, Mabel looked up at her chin and spoke like Mr. Upside Down, but she hadn't done it
since third grade. Instead of shaving, Ford sets his face on fire as he finds it faster. Ford has had 12 Ford doctors lead the WLO SPACECRAFT for many years and even uses some of the parts to create the portal of the universe. Candy's parents make her go to music camp every summer. Grenda finds marius von Fonthauser. Mabel's summer memory scrap series, which was
first seen in Dipper vs. Manliness and later shown in The Blind Eye Society, made an impression. of Grenda, who in Double Bear, appears. On Mabel's miniature, The Mysterious Shaq has a flag that read Sev'rahl Tizz. Stan complains that he still finds pieces of the undead under the pillows after the zombie incident. Tyler Silabiker is pictured as mayor of Gravity Falls after winning
the Stanjurski candidate's election. The fishing cap Stan, made for Mabel in The Legend of This Year, can be seen on Mabel's bed. The green bottle of Mermando sent Mabel with his note (from the Blind Eye Society) can be seen behind the left post of Mabel's bed. Blandin still has the hair the twins gave him in Blendin's Game. During the open cold day, next to the calendar in
the twins' room is the picture of Mabel and Waddles from Earth before the pig. The UFO chain seen in Hide-Behind, Scary-oke and Dungeons, Dungeons and More Dungeons makes an impression. Grenda is still in a relationship with Marius from the events of the Northwest Mansion Mystery. Bill Schiffer owns Blandin Blandin, which was one of Bill's options, as seen in The Last
Mabelkorn. At the end of the episode, Mabel goes to what she calls Sweater City, just like the Hand that shakes Mabel. I'm wrong about Stan's portal, given his suspicions in Not What It Looks Like when he thought Stan was using the interdimental portal as a doomsday device. Chaper also mentioned the Sock Opera House, where he said he was tricked by Bill Schiffer. A few
chewed pens are in Dipper's backpack. The habit of the stump to chew them for the first time is shown in the Blind Eye Society. Don't I miss the cryptogram? is one of Bill's lines from the Socon Opera. Trivia reveals that the entire valley of Gravity Falls was formed when the object crashed there millions of years ago. Number 816 is written on Ford's board. A scene in which Mabel
meets Stan after being interrupted by the episode's final production. [3] Mabel thinks high school is a place where her students sing to follow their dreams like some kind of musical while learning to watch TV until Wendy tells her otherwise. It's a reference to the original Disney Channel movie and the way it depicts teenagers playing in several other Disney shows and movies
broadcast on television. When people look up at the crack in the sky, both Zizzi Susan's eyelids are open, suggesting that either it's a mistake in animation or Lazy Susan can open both her eyelids when she's extremely surprised or in fear. Key cryptograms: BLUEBOOK The symbols inside the UFO (with Dipper took a selfie with) are written in the code to replace an alien symbol.
In black writing: , , ,, and decoded: PROBABILITY Drive ENGINE, PROBE ATORIUM, BLERG BLOTH THEY USED HALF THE PRICE. In brown writing says the decoder to: THE SPECIMEN HAS ESCAPED TO CHANGE SHAPES. In the bag of the notebook in a bear, mycpe GT is written in the symbol of the author cipher. One of the pipes in a UFO, a code written in the code to
replace an alien symbol, reads betty and barney's decods are HERE. The cryptogram in the episodes reads ETX CPI ASTD GI? Once decrypted using the Vijiner cipher, does you miss it? The BLUEBOOK key can be seen on fences. End of the page The Crypt at the end of the episode reads, 4-16-19 8-6-8-16-19-21-25 5-19-11-19-19-20 18-23-6 23-1-23-252-3-4 18-15-1 0-23 -
12-12-25 1-19'2-19 6-19-23-21-16-19-20 4-4 16 -19 20-23-25 17-15-2-19 3-8 4-16-19 8-23-5-4. 19-11-22-6-23-21-19 4-16-19 5-4-6-23-10-17-19. 19-2-19-6-25-4-16-15-10-17 25-9-3 21-23-6-19 23-22-9-3-4 1-15-12-12 21-16-23-10-17-19. After decoding using a combined cipher, it reads: The prophecy seemed far away, but in the end we reached the day. LET'S GIVE UP THE
PAST. EMBRACE THE WEIRD ONE. EVERYTHING YOU CARE ABOUT WILL CHANGE. Gallery Click here to see the gallery on this page. References The Bulgarian language Italiano Portugures to Brazil Russkiy content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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